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Highlights



• ISBN: 9781444955927 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Picture Book
• Extent: 32

OI AARDVARK!
Kes Gray
Illustrated by Jim Field

Armadillos sit on pillows, bunnies sit on honey and cheetahs sit on fajitas…

Let Frog, Dog and Cat guide you through the alphabet from Aardvark to Zebra in this 
hilarious new picture book from the creators of Oi Frog! With a special fold-out 
surprise!

The laughter never ends with Oi Frog and Friends!

Praise for Oi Frog!:

‘An absolute treat’ – Daily Mail
‘Everyone will love it’ – Guardian

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/kes-gray/
https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/jim-field/








• ISBN: 9781444954708 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 384

PANTS ON FIRE
J.M. Joseph

A laugh-out-loud story about unexpected superpowers, magical sweets, friendship 
and a cat named Lemon – perfect for fans of My Brother is a Superhero and The 
Parent Agency.

Aidan (aka Fire Boy) has finally started to master his fiery super-power (obtained after 
accidentally eating a sweet filled with the juice of a magical Incan tree) and is thrilling 
the crowds at the circus. But with a newspaper prowling around investigating how 
Fire Boy really flies, his beloved circus about to leave him behind in London, and a pet 
cat that can now turn in to a tiger (thanks to eating one of those magical sweets 
herself), Aidan still has quite a bit to be dealing with…

Then the news leaks that a supervillain is on the loose, so Aidan, his friends Sadie and 
Hussein, and the circus all flee to New York City. But will they be able to protect the 
priceless remaining sweets, stop Lemon from terrorising the local bird 
population and stay alive long enough to finish the school year?

Find out in the sequel to the ‘snortingly funny’ (Booktrust) Fire Boy!

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/j-m-joseph/


• ISBN: 9781444960983 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 208

PLANET OMAR: EPIC HERO FLOP
Zanib Mian

Welcome back to Planet Omar! The fourth book in Zanib Mian’s laugh-out-loud series, 
with amazing cartoon-style illustrations. Perfect for fans of Tom Gates and Wimpy Kid.

When Omar’s best friend Daniel messes up at school, Omar decides to take the blame to 
save him from getting in trouble – which makes him feel like a hero!

With this taste of heroism, Omar takes the blame for a couple of small things other kids in 
the class have done – without realising that when something more serious happens, the 
signs will point to him since he’s been so unusually troublesome.

The teachers are SURE the culprit must be Omar. Can his friends prove his innocence and 
show that he wasn’t responsible for the chaos?

*Zanib Mian is a World Book Day author for 2021 with her Planet Omar title, Operation 
Kind.*

Have you read the first book in the series, Accidental Trouble Magnet? Love Reading 4 
Kids called it ‘irresistible reading!’

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/zanib-mian/




• ISBN: 9781444955958 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 352

AFTERLOVE
Tanya Byrne

THE LESBIAN LOVE STORY YOU’VE BEEN DYING TO READ. Ash Persaud is about to become 
a reaper in the afterlife, but she is determined to see her first love Poppy Morgan again, 
the only thing that separates them is death.

Car headlights. The last thing Ash hears is the snap of breaking glass as the windscreen hits 
her and breaks into a million pieces like stars. But she made it, she’s still here. Or is she?

This New Year’s Eve, Ash gets an invitation from the afterlife she can’t decline: to join a clan 
of fierce girl reapers who take the souls of the city’s dead to await their fate.

But Ash can’t forget her first love, Poppy, and she will do anything to see her again … even 
if it means they only get a few more days together. Dead or alive …

NOT EVEN DEATH CAN TEAR THEM APART.

‘Byrne is a talented writer with attitude, and a fresh, original voice’ Daily Mail



• ISBN: 9781510109322 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 400

HEXED
Julia Tuffs

Sabrina the Teenage Witch meets Sex Education – Jessie Jones has just discovered she’s a 
witch. Too bad there isn’t a hex to make slimy Callum Henderson and his friends 
disappear … yet. A feisty, funny YA series about discovering your place and your power.

New girl, new school, new life on stupid island – thanks Mum. All Jessie Jones wants is to 
keep her head down, avoid school douchebag Callum Henderson, and coast – middle-of-
the-road-like. But when strange powers start to manifest during crippling period pains, 
flying under the radar seems highly unlikely.

Can Jessie embrace her new-found witchiness, control her erratic powers and work out a 
way to bring down Callum and his cult of toxic masculinity?

The funny, angsty, punchy YA debut is perfect for fans of Holly Bourne.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/julia-tuffs/


Picture Books



• ISBN: 9781444957150 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Picture Book
• Extent: 32

KITTICORN
Matilda Rose
Illustrated by Tim Budgen

Prince Miles likes things to go exactly as planned. He enjoys order and rules 
and he hates change.

So when his beautiful, elegant new Kitticorn turns out to be curious and 
daring, Miles’s daily routine is about to be shaken up . . .

Leading Miles on all kinds of adventures, will Kitticorn convince him that 
there’s fun to be had when you dare to try new things?

A magical picture book about being open to new experiences, filled with 
friendship and fun!

*WITH A SPECIAL SPARKLY COVER*

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/matilda-rose/
https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/tim-budgen/










• ISBN: 9781444948264 
• Format: Hardback
• Genre: Picture Book
• Extent: 32

WASH YOUR HANDS, MR PANDA
Steve Antony

Soap? . . . Check.
Water? . . . Check.
Towel? . . . Check.
Are you ready to wash your hands, Mr Panda?

Join Mr Panda and friends as they learn all about hand washing, sneeze 
catching and other good hygiene practices.

With a lightness of tone and a gentle humour throughout, this new book in 
the ever-popular MR PANDA series is perfect for helping little ones to stay 
safe in a Coronavirus/Covid 19 world. A must-have for all bookshelves.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/steve-antony/








Activity books



• ISBN: 9781526383310 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Activity Book
• Extent: 24

FIND OUT ABOUT: FEELINGS STICKER ACTIVITY
Pat-a-Cake

Help curious preschoolers find out more about themselves with this fun sticker activity 
book.

Find Out About: Feelings helps curious preschoolers get to grips with their feelings and 
emotions – a key topic for both them and their parents. Featuring friendly child characters 
and familiar situations, they will find answers and reassurance when they are feeling 
happy, sad, frightened, brave and everything in between. With stickers, games and special 
feelings flashcards to cut out and keep, this activity book will equip young children with 
the words they need to talk about their feelings and understand how others feel.

Also available: Find Out About: Feelings (lift-the-flap board book), Find Out About: 
Kindness, Find Out About: Saving Our Planet

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/pat-a-cake/








• ISBN: 9781510108844 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Activity Book
• Extent: 64

HORRID HENRY: BIG BOOK OF BOREDOM BUSTERS
Francesca Simon
Illustrated by Tony Ross

Number One for fiendish fun! Banish boredom with Horrid Henry in this 
bumper activity book.

Packed full of gruesome games, cool code breakers, rude jokes, 
mischievous mazes and much much more, this activity book has 
something for everyone. Find out how to make more pocket money, fool 
your family and start a food fight. Just make sure there aren’t any tell-tale 
Perfect Peter’s hanging around …

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/francesca-simon-2/
https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/tony-ross-2/


Illustrated & Young 
Fiction



• ISBN: 9781408363379 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 160

BABY ANIMAL FRIENDS: LITTLE ORANGUTAN ALL ALONE
Tilda Kelly

A young girl and an orphaned orangutan born find new mums in this 
heartwarming story about friendship and family.

Erin’s new foster mum, Rachel, seems nice – but Erin doesn’t trust her. She’s 
been hurt too many times before and knows better than to form attachments. 
But when Rachel takes her to the primate sanctuary where she works, animal-
lover Erin feels an instant connection with a cheeky little chimp and an 
orphaned baby orangutan. Can Erin help Budi the baby orangutan bond with its 
surrogate mum?

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/tilda-kelly/






• ISBN: 9781408363089 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 144

TIGER WARRIOR 01: ATTACK OF THE DRAGON KING
M.Chan

Heart of a tiger, strength of a dragon, body of a … schoolboy? A thrilling new 
action-adventure series with the magical power of the Chinese Zodiac.

When Jack’s grandpa gives him a magical jade coin, Jack finds himself caught in 
an ancient battle between good and evil. For he is the new Tiger Warrior, and 
it’s up to him to save the world!

Luckily, Jack has the spirits of the twelve animals of the Chinese Zodiac to help 
him. Tiger can harness the power of fire, Dragon can control water, Monkey has 
lightning speed and the rest, well they’re just happy to be out of the jade coin 
for a bit! But other ancient spirits want the power of the Chinese Zodiac for 
themselves…

With a brilliant cast of magical animal zodiac creatures, deadly demons and 
spine-tingling spirits, this series is for fans of Adam Blade and Percy Jackson.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/m-chan/






• ISBN: 9781444963441 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 352

KIKI KALLIRA BREAKS A KINGDOM
Sangu Mandanna

Kiki Kallira is more of a worrier than a warrior – but today she will learn to be a hero. The 
mythical beasts she loves to draw have come to life, and she is the only one who can 
defeat them. A middle-grade fantasy inspired by Hindu legends about anxiety, creativity 
and finding your own strengths. For 8+ fans of Abi Elphistone and The Land of Roar.

Kiki Kallira has always been a worrier. Did she lock the front door? Is there a terrible reason 
her mum is late? Recently her anxiety has been getting out of control, but one thing that 
has always soothed her is drawing. Kiki’s sketchbook is full of fantastical doodles of the 
Hindu myths and legends her mother has told her since she was tiny.

One day, her sketchbook’s calming effect is broken when her mythological characters begin 
springing to life and Kiki is pulled into the mystical world she drew.

There, she discovers the band of rebel kids who protect the kingdom, as well as an ancient, 
monstrous god bent on total destruction. Kiki must overcome her fear and anxiety to save 
both worlds – the real and the imagined – from his wrath.

But how can a girl armed with only a pencil defeat something so powerful?

‘A fast-paced, vivid and exciting adventure story with real heart, I couldn’t stop reading!‘ –
Robin Stevens, author of the Murder Most Unladylike series

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/sangu-mandanna/


• ISBN: 9781510107960 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 176

THE ADVENTURE CLUB: RED PANDA RESCUE
Jess Butterworth
Illustrated by Kirsti Beautyman

Do you like exploring, animals and adventure? Then join The Adventure 
Club this summer!
A brand new illustrated series for younger readers about animals and 
adventure from much-loved author Jess Butterworth – writer of classic 
adventure stories in vibrantly described settings.

Tilly has no plans for the summer holidays and is dreading months of boredom 
— that is until she becomes part of The Adventure Club and wins a place to go 
track and monitor endangered red pandas in Nepal!

In the Himalayas, she meets other members of the club, rides on yaks, plants a 
bamboo forest and even spots the secretive red panda.

But then the red panda Tilly and her team has been monitoring disappears. Will 
Tilly be able to help find it, or will her first ever adventure end in disaster?

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/jess-butterworth/
https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/kirsti-beautyman/


• ISBN: 9781444962390 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 80

A WISHING-CHAIR ADVENTURE: THE GOBLIN AND THE LOST RING
Enid Blyton

A full-colour short story taken from the magical Wishing-Chair series. 
Perfect for new readers. Be whisked away!

Never in their wildest dreams, could Mollie and Peter have imagined 
something so wonderful as a magic Wishing-Chair that will fly you anywhere 
and grant your every wish!

And so when a goblin steals their mother’s ring, they set off on an 
adventure on the Wishing-Chair to the goblin village to get it back!

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/enid-blyton-2/


• ISBN: 9781444962567 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 80

A WISHING-CHAIR ADVENTURE: HOME FOR HALF-TERM
Enid Blyton

A full-colour short story taken from the magical Wishing-Chair series. 
Perfect for new readers. Be whisked away!

Mollie and Peter are very lucky – they have a Wishing-Chair that will fly 
them to any magical land and grant them their every wish!

And so when they arrive home from school for the half-terms holidays, they 
can’t wait to embark on their next adventure!

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/enid-blyton-2/




• ISBN: 9781408362228 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 192

BEAST QUEST: BIXARA THE HORNED DRAGON
Adam Blade

Free the Beasts. Live the Adventure.

Battle Beasts and fight Evil with Tom and Elenna in the bestselling 
adventure series for boys and girls aged 7 and up!

In the land of Rion, there’s trouble brewing: raiders from the island of 
Thalassi are invading. King Hugo has launched a peace mission and needs 
Tom and Elenna’s help. But when they arrive, the locals tell them tales about 
their leader’s strange behaviour, and Tom begins to suspect a Beast’s 
powers might be involved. When he tries to tackle the situation, the Beast 
attacks and leaves Tom unable to fight. Can Elenna save the day and rescue 
her loyal friend from disaster?

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/adam-blade/




• ISBN: 9781444952995 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 256

JACK'S SECRET WORLD
Jack Ryder
Illustrated by Alice McKinley

Join Jack and the gang on another unforgettable adventure, full of magic and mayhem – for 
fans of The Famous Five and Roald Dahl.

Everything changed the day Jack and his neighbours Bruno and Rocco went to explore the old 
empty house.

There they discovered a strange girl called Blossom, who introduced them to a world of magic 
– talking to animals, flying like birds, and even… a doorway to another world, hidden within the 
ivy-covered walls of the old house.

Now the gang have gone through the doorway, looking for Blossom’s missing dad, the man 
who made the magic.

But finding him will be just the start of the adventure, as Blossom’s dad has a mission for the 
gang, and they’re going to need all the magical powers they can get.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/jack-ryder/
https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/alice-mckinley/


Middle Grade



• ISBN: 9781510104143 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 304

ALL THE MONEY IN THE WORLD
Sarah Moore Fitzgerald

One day you’re broke. The next, you have all the money in the world. What would you 
do? A gripping, timely story about cold, hard cash and little white lies for fans of Jenny 
Valentine, Siobhan Dowd and Lara Williamson.

Fifteen-year-old Penny longs for something better. Better than a small, damp flat. Better 
than her bullying classmates and uninterested teachers. Better than misery and poverty 
day in day out.

An unlikely friendship and a huge sum of money promise a whole lot of new chances for 
Penny, and she realises that not only can she change her life, she can change herself.

But at what cost?

Perfect for readers of 12+.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/sarah-moore-fitzgerald/




YA



• ISBN: 9781444955101 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 448

RED SKY BURNING
Teri Terry

Where do you run when there’s no one left to trust? The stunning follow up to DARK BLUE 
RISING, the new thriller trilogy from Teri Terry.

She survived the hurricane and now Tabby is on the run, hoping she can make it to her old 
friend Jago before her pursuers catch her.

All she has are questions, about the experiments she saw in the basement of her swim 
school…about who – or what -she is.

Denzi is also searching for answers after the storm. But each time he connects with a 
survivor, they disappear.

The environmental activist group The Circle claims responsibility for the hurricane that 
destroyed Tabby and Denzi’s school and caused great damage around the world. Now they 
threaten further terror if their demands aren’t met.

As the political tension bubbles over into violence, Tabby and Denzi search for the truth. 
There’s something connecting them, drawing their paths into one.

Can they put the puzzle pieces together and discover what The Circle wants with 
them? Sometimes it’s better not to know the truth…

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/teri-terry/




Indent



Wren & Rook



Letters From Lockdown
Famous faces, frontline workers and stay-at-home
heroes reflect on the year everything changed

An inspiring, honest, uplifting collection of letters about life during Coronavirus, from celebrities, COVID heroes, and a 
diverse range of members of the public, all answering the question: 'What was lockdown like for you?'. Introduced by 
Barnardo's president, Natasha Kaplinsky.

Description
Introduced by newsreader, presenter, and Barnardo's president Natasha Kaplinsky, Letters From Lockdown features 
100+ letters from celebrity names, C OVID heroes, and a diverse range of members of the public, all answering the 
question - 'What was lockdown like for you?’

Contributors include: Paul McCartney · Joe Wicks · Malala Yousafzai · Helen Mirren
· Cressida Cowell · Mary Berry · Lin-Manuel Miranda · Richard Branson · Peppa
Pig · Andy Murray · Helena Bonham Carter · Lenny Henry · Bruno Tonioli ·
Romesh Ranganathan · The family of Captain Tom · Bear Grylls · Charly Cox · Dr
Alex George · Jacqueline Wilson · Matt Lucas · Monica Galetti · Ed Sheeran ·
Kelly Holmes · Bill Gates· Bridgerton creator Chris Van Dusen, and many more.

The publisher will donate all profits, which will be a minimum of £1.50 for each copy of the book sold, to Barnardo's 
(registered charity in England and Wales no. 216250), who do important work to protect and support the UK's most 
vulnerable children, more in need now than ever.

The letter writers include doctors and nurses, care home staff and vaccinators, train drivers and hairdressers, teachers 
and environmentalists - people who have been on the frontline in tackling the pandemic, or in trying to get the world 
back on its feet. Other letters document the unforgettable lighter moments of the past year: interviews crashed by 
children, TikTok triumphs and disasters, and Goats joining Zoom meetings. Each offers their unique perspective on the 
year everything changed.
Other contributors include: Al Gore; Alexandra Shulman, Davina McCall, Toby Regbo, Trevor McDonald, Jo 
Malone, Keir Starmer, Boris Johnson, Mark Ronson, Maro Itoje, Nicola Adams, Raymond Blanc, Richard Curtis 
and Emma Freud, Mick Jagger, Sita Brahmachari, Sophie Gonzales, Hayden Kays, Tim Peake,
Sean Fitzpatrick, and Joan Collins.

The idea for the book came from Natasha Kaplinsky's children, Arlo and Kika. They wrote an open letter, wanting to 
understand other people's experiences of lockdown. Their question, 'What was lockdown like for you?' is the prompt; the 
collection of letters in response form the book. As we keep our fingers crossed that this summer will bring a safe end to 
restrictions, this mixture of funny, sad, heart-warming, surprising, heroic and honest experiences will mark the start of a 
period of reflection.

Binding Paperback
Format Demy
Extent 300 pages



• ISBN: 9781526362049 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Non-Fiction
• Extent: 32

A SCIENTIST LIKE ME
Shini Somara
Illustrated by Nadja Sarell

Electrifying illustrations and an empowering story combine to introduce young readers to 
the world of science, observation and problem-solving.

There’s NOTHING that Ruben doesn’t find fascinating. Why do leaves change colour? What 
makes ice cream melt? On a trip to the beach with his mum, he discovers how the world 
works and the brilliant scientists who have helped us understand it. Maybe he can try out 
some awesome experiments and become a scientist too?

With pages encouraging kids to try out their very own science experiments such as 
germinating seeds and writing with invisible ink, this brilliant picture book written by 
scientist and TV presenter Dr Shini Somara unlocks a love of science and celebrates women 
in STEM.

The second book in an exciting new series. Also available:
– An Engineer Like Me
– A Coder Like Me
– A Mathematician Like Me

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/shini-somara/
https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/nadja-sarell/






• ISBN: 9781526364067 
Format: Paperback

• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 208

BACK ON TRACK
Matthew Burton

A motivational and hopeful school handbook for students navigating uncertain 
times, by the nation’s Head Teacher, Matthew Burton.

‘You’re now at secondary school – you’ve settled in, made some friends, possibly a 
few enemies and you know the subjects you like and the ones you loathe. Added to 
that, you’ve just managed to survive the most BONKERS year ever – a pandemic, no 
school, exam chaos – whhhhat. Are you feeling a little frazzled? Like you can’t be 
bothered? That everything is just pointless? We all feel like that from time to time. 
But there are things you can do to get back your mojo, find a bit of hope and get 
back on track.’

Whether facing exams, a big change or having to make up for lost time, Head 
Teacher Matthew Burton is here to help students get motivated again.

From ways of catching up and overcoming the tough times, to skills for beating 
assessment stress, problem solving and tapping into your potential, this is the one-
stop guide for kids who are in need of a bit of hope, some soothing words of advice 
and a good old pep talk to get them going in school again.

Whatever it is that young people are worried about, this book is crammed with 
advice so that though things at school might seem really hard, they will soon be 
back on track and raring to go.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/matthew-burton/


• ISBN: 9781526360823 
Format: Paperback

• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 32

THE SEA SWALLOW AND THE HUMPBACK WHALE
Catherine Barr
Illustrated by Gerry Turley

As the Arctic summer fades, the sea swallow and the humpback whale share the 
challenge of an epic voyage.

Follow the animals on their perilous adventure, as they face drifting fishing nets, 
lurking killer whales, relentless rain and fierce, icy winds.

With breathtaking illustrations by Gerry Turley, travel across the sky and sea to 
experience one of the longest and most dangerous animal migrations.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/catherine-barr/
https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/gerry-turley/






• ISBN: 9781444952599 
• Format: Paperback
• Genre: Fiction
• Extent: 64

CHARIOTS AND CHAMPIONS
Julia Donaldson
Illustrated by Thomas Docherty

Perfect for schools – both for class reading as well as performance.

A short, illustrated play set in ancient Rome written by Julia Donaldson, author of 
the modern classic, The Gruffalo.

Arthur Godbold discovers a bronze head of the Roman Emperor Claudius. As he 
tries to figure out how the head ended up in a Suffolk river, the dramatic story of 
the Roman invasion of Britain unfolds in front of his very own eyes.

Emperor Claudius, British Queen Boudicca, ordinary Roman soldiers and British 
slave girls all appear in this exciting play, providing a variety of opportunities for KS2 
classes to explore both historical and literary topics in an involving and creative 
setting.

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/julia-donaldson/
https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/contributor/thomas-docherty/

